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ABC Sailors Sharpen Skills at the 
Macau International Dinghy Regatta
Words and photos by Kevin Lewis

the third Macau international Dinghy regatta took place on 8 & 9 
June and once again aBc supported the event, sending a team of 
youth and adult sailors. 

Who runs the event? 
Dinghy sailing in Macau has been at a low ebb over the past few 
years, but three keen individuals, Jon galbraith, eric crowter and 
Dennis Bordais, got together and were sailing off Hac sa beach 
in a fleet of second-hand topaz and Laser stratos. the Macau 
yacht sailing academy (Mysa) hosted the first Dinghy regatta 
in 2010, and both aBc and Hebe Haven yacht club supported 
the event, sending teams and shipping over our own dinghies 
and safety boats.

How has the regatta developed?
running the first two regattas off Hac sa beach, with limited 
private support, Jon, eric and Dennis managed to get small boat 
sailing noticed. Jon has now left Macau, but eric and Dennis, 
assisted by Brian sou and other enthusiastic sailors, continued to 
promote sailing and eventually got permission to move their boats 
into the purpose-built government “centre for nautical youth 

sports.” the centre, on Hac sa beach, was largely unused, but 
after a lot of effort, the group managed to join the “associação de 
Vela de Macau,” recognised to use the sailing centre. 

Why does ABC support the Macau Regatta?
it’s a great fun event. the racing is serious enough, but aimed 
at intermediate level and younger sailors. With support from 
the adjacent Westin Hotel, families travel to Macau together 
and enjoy the five-star hotel facilities at a reduced rate. it’s an 
overseas event for the cost of a Macau ferry ticket! not only 
does it provide our sailors with a unique and fun family-weekend 
away, it’s also a great way for our club to support the enthusiastic 
volunteers in Macau trying to re-birth dinghy sailing there. 

The 2012 Regatta – the best yet
in the past, the regatta suffered from light winds; not so this 
time around. the biggest challange facing everyone was the 
first-day beach launch! Waves rolling into the bay made for 
some exciting launching! With 54 competitors spread across 
Pico, topaz, Laser 1 and Laser stratos classes, five races were 
completed on the saturday, with boats returning to the more 
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sheltered sailing centre-end of the beach. an evening barbecue, a 
social highlight of the event, supported by antonio at the Miramar 
Beach restaurant, was even more successful than in previous 
years. sunday’s launching was a far easier affair, everyone was 
glad that the sailing centre was now available with easy access 
to a flat calm area of beach for launch and recovery. With the final 
two races completed, the series of seven was complete allowing 
two discards. 

in the Pico Division, aBc’s yann D’argenlieu and oliver 
edmonds dominated, counting five bullets and winning from 
rHKyc’s Malik Hood and nick Bezy in second place. Hebe 
Haven’s James Johnston and antonio Franco narrowly won 
the topaz division by a single point from Macau sailors Hanlong 
Bordais and Bridget Lee. in the adult Laser standard class, aBc 
sailor asano Minoru was in third place after day 1, but slipped 
down the results as local Macau sailors won the top spots, with 
James Johnston taking first overall. the Laser stratos division 
was also won by the Macau team, with aBc and HHyc battling it 
out for second and third.

Making it all happen
a big thanks to geelong, who kindly sponsored the aBc 
team, with their support offsetting our costs. thanks are due 
as in previous years to antonio Peralta and the great Miramar 
restaurant and the Westin Hotel for superb facilities at a great 

I really enjoyed sailing in my first regatta in Macau. 
On Saturday morning it was very exciting, the 
waves were so big it took five people to launch 

one Pico or one Topaz. This meant it took quite a 
while to get the first race up and going. I was sailing 
with Russell in the first race. I was still getting used 
to all the waves but after that race Russell and I 
came 5th in every other race that day. On Saturday 
night we went down to the beach for a BBQ. On 
Sunday we did the last two races but I changed 
helmsmen from Russell to Juliet Martin. I also 
changed from a Pico to a Topaz which I found was a 
bit harder to sail as they go a lot faster and capsize 
a lot easier. Juliet and I turtled twice and capsized 
twice but without doubt I would love to do it again!

Madeleine Walker, aged 11

price. this year Princes gate kindly supplied the event with free 
water, which is also available now at the aBc coffee shop in 
various flavours.

The ABC team at the 2012 Macau International Regatta




